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Abstract 
This paper describes a vision based monitoring sys- 

tem which (1) classifies targets (vehicles and humans) 
based on shape appearance, (2) estimates their col- 
ors, and (3) detects special targets, from images of 
color video cameras set up toward a street. The cat- 
egories of targets were classified into {human, sedan, 
van, truck, mule (golf cart for workers), and others), 
and their colors were classified into the groups of {red- 
orange-yellow, green, blue-lightblue, white-silver-gray, 
darkblue-darkgray-black, and darkred-darkorange). 
On the detection of special targets, the test was car- 
ried out setting {FedEx van, UPS van, Police Car) as 
target and yielded desirable results. 

The system tracks the target, independently con- 
ducts category classification and color estimation, ex- 
tracts the result with the largest probability through- 
out the tracking sequence from each result, and pro- 
vides the data as the final decision. For classification 
and special target detection, we cooperatively used 
a stochastic linear discrimination method (linear dis- 
criminant analysis : LDA) and nonlinear decision rule 
(K-Nearest Neighbor rule: K-NN). 

1 Introduction 
Recently many cameras for monitoring and security 
have come to be seen on streets[l-41. In the present 
situation, typically monitoring is done by human o p  
erators because the effects of solar location or weather 
make it difficult to actualize an automatic processing 
system that analyzes the contents of outdoor images. 
However, the automation of processing is desirable be- 
cause it is usually difficult to monitor multiple images 
at  the same time or because human operators become 
careless with exhaustion or habituation. 

In this paper, we describe a system that is capable 
of online classification of vehicles and humans, estima- 
tion of their color and detection of special targets, and 
detects special targets from street video images. 

The information obtained from targets gradually 
changes due to the following effects because targets 
of this system move outdoors. (1) They hide them- 
selves behind other objects, (2) they are hidden in the 
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shadows of buildings, (3) they strongly reflect the sun- 
light, and so on. Therefore, it is not always possible 
to obtain both the substantial information useful for 
classification of the categories of vehicle and human 
(image with less shapes broken), and the information 
necessary for estimation of their colors (image with 
less effects of strong sunlight reflections or shadows) 
at  the same time. 

Therefore, tracking the target, this system indepen- 
dently conducts category classification and color esti- 
mation, abstracts the result with the largest probabil- 
ity throughout the tracking sequence from each result, 
and provides the data as the final decision. Special tar- 
get detection is carried out based on both classification 
and color estimation results. 

The categories of targets were classified into 
human, sedan, van, truck, small cart for workers 
mule), and others), and their colors were classified I 

into the groups of {red-orange-yellow, green, blue- 
lightblue, white-silver-gray, darkblue-darkgray-black, 
darkred-darkorange). On the detection of special tar- 
gets, the test was carried out setting FedEx van, UPS 
van, Police Car as target and yielded desirable results. 

2 Previous research 

Jolly et. al. [5] have conducted a study to classify 
vehicles into sedan, pickup truck, hatchback, station 
wagon, van) I om the shape of its outline segmented 
applying "deformable template" to a image that is 
shot to show the whole side of the vehicle on its a p  
proximate central. However, the vehicle in the image 
has to be shot with its side wholly visible. 

Kanade et. al.[6] have conducted a study to seg- 
ment a moving object from a common street image 
using the background subtraction and classify it into 
{one human, humans, vehicle) from such parameters 
as the complexity of its outline, the ratio of areas, and 
the zoom value when it was shot. In that study, the 
image of the background is adaptively renewed and the 
parameters are learned by a three layer neural net. 

On the contrary, the proposed system dealt with six 
categories of targets including human, and also esti- 
mated their color, by using fixed camera. The images 
with overlap of targets was dealt with by an original 
means (the details mentioned later), and an additional 
function was mounted to detect the special target des- 
ignated by the user. 



3 Outline of system 
This system consists of a fked camera that is set on 
the roof of a two-storied building and a personal com- 
puter (CPU: PentiumIII 450MHz) that process the 
input image from the camera. We do not use spe- 
cial hardware for image processing. The camera was 
aimed toward the street on which there were vehicle 
and human traffic. Figure 1 shows the input image 
sample from the camera. The camera was a commer- 
cial CCD camera and the NTSC standard video signal 
was input to the system. 

4.2 Collection of image samples for 
learning 

Figure 1 shows the input sample image into the s y s  
tem. Its size is 640x480 pixels. In the image, the 
street appears from the left edge of the frame, passes 
through the parking lot, and then curves to the right 
and leads toward the bottom a t  the right edge. Vehi- 
cles and humans mainly pass on the street, but they 
sometimes appear on the bottom half of the frame 
(Area C). 

Figure 1: Input image and its segmentation. 

The operating system ( 0 s )  of the computer was 
Linux and the program was described with C. The 
program consists of four modules, that are (a) a mod- 
ule to segment the target (vehicle or human) from the 
image, based on background subtraction and track it, 
(b) a module to  classify the category of the target seg- 
mented, (c) a module to estimate the color of the tar- 
get, (d) a module to decide synthetically the category 
from the above results of classification/estimation. 

Module (a), which was studied and developed in- 
dependently of this study[7], is able to renew the 
background image according to sunshine conditions or 
changes in weather, segment the target, and assign an 
ID to each target and track them. The details of the 
other three modules constructed for this study are as 
follows. 

4 Classification of category 
based on shape appearance 

4.1 Outline 
In this system, the classification targets were both ve- 
hicles and humans on common street. Thus it was dif- 
ficult to  make "models" of them in advance because 
there are many kinds of vehicles and humans some- 
times walk in a group of more than two. Therefore, 
we adopted "appearance based approach" for category 
(shape) classification. 

First we employed linear discriminant analysis 
(LDA) to learn variety of shape appearances and 
then classify them in the linear discriminant space. 
Scondly, we applied non-linear classification rule, K 
nearest neigbor (K-NN) rule, to  them to obtain better 
classification results. 

(a )  Sample images used for learning : Trucks 

(b) Sattiple iniagcs used for lc~arrii~ig : Vans 

(c) Sample images used for 1ea.rnitig : Sedans 

(d) hIules 
Figure 2: Sample images used for learning 

(vehicles only) 

Some 2000 images by background subtraction were 
collected as samples for learning. The processing 
speed from the extraction of a target image from the 
input image, tracking, and saving is three to four times 
per second when there was a single target to be ex- 
tracted in the image. Sample images for learning were 
collected that varied in "appearance" as widely as p o s  
sible. For example, even when targets of the same cat- 
egory varied in shape or in design, or even an identical 
target varied in "appearance" due to the direction of 
motion, they were included separately among the sam- 
ples. 

Shadows of vehicles or humans were also segmented 
as parts of the image when it was sunny. The samples 
were collected for all categories, whenever the shadows 
varied due to the location of sun. 

The "appearancen (direction, size and so on) of the 
segmented target varies according to the position a t  
which they are segmented. Therefore, the input image 
was divided into three areas, Area A, B, C, as shown 
in Figure 1. 

The sample images for learning were collected from 
the online input images or the videotape image of 16 
hours in total from 9:00 a.m. to sunset when it was 
sunny or cloudy. 



Figure 2 shows the sam le images segmented from 
Area A and I3 in Figure I< These show that vehicles 
to be classified into an identical category have various 
"appearances" (shapes). 

The sample images were identified and the category 
label {human, sedan, van, truck, mule (small golf cart 
for workers), and others) was attached to them by the 
operator 2. 

Moment features 

Figure 3: Moment features of hight-direction (1) and 
width-direction (2). 

4.3 Learning of shape 
Some 2000 sample images are doubled in height and 
width, and smoothed. 11-dementional feature vec- 
tors are composed from the data {width, height, 
width-direction and height-direction lst, 2nd, 3rd mo- 
ments of the image (see Fig.3), area of the image, 
centroid(x,y)) for each image. 

The above vector data are sorted into classes (cate- 
gories) corresponding to each area. These take LDA, 
and linear discriminant spaces for category classifica- 
tion are composed for each area. 

Suppose B represents variance among all classes and 
W represents variance within a class, they are given 
by 

K: number of classes. 
nk: number of objects in class k. 
xi,k: vector of object i belonging to class k. 
x k :  centroid vector of class k. 
T: transpose. 

The following eigen value X and eigen vector bi are 
determined below. 

 h he Figure shows only part of the vehicles. There are also 
sample images of humans. The Figure shows the texture images 
within a box enclosing the targets in order to display it clearly. 
What were actually used for learning are the shading images of 
background subtraction. 

2Then, if possible, a label of "directionn according to the 
course direction of the target (right or left) was attached to the 
sample images as attribute information. 

where N  represents a dimensional number of eigen 
vectors for learning, and these are the contribution ra- 
tio of the corresponding eigen vector bi. In this study, 
we assumed that the dimension of discriminant space 
had reached its upper limit (which is assumedly M 
dimension) when the cumulative contribution ratio of 
eigen vector reaches 99.9%. 

When L  represents the final dimensional number of 
discriminant space, there is the following relationship 
between M and class number K.  

L  5 min(K - 1, M). (5) 

Consequently, the formula to translate input N- 
dimension image feature vector into L-dimension dis- 
criminant space is 

L x l  L x N  N x l  
y = [ b h  ... bnlT 2 

(6) 

4.4 Classification of shape 

All the following classification processes are automat- 
ically processed by the system. 

1. Suppose an image is extracted from a target of 
identification number "id" at  the time t by back- 
ground subtraction3. The image is doubled in 
height and width, and smoothed. 

2. A 11-dimensional feature vector of the image 
( x ? ~ ' ~ ) )  is composed (s denotes " shapen). 

3. x ? ~ ' ~ )  is projected into the discriminant space. 

4. K nearest vectors, Vo(k,c) (c denotes category of 
the vector Vo(k)), are extracted from pre-learned 
2000 sample vectors. 

5. Calculate "distance" between ~ 2 ~ ' ~ )  and each cat- 
egory as follows 

( d i ~ t ( x ? ~ ' ~ ) ,  Si): distance between and cat- 
egory Si) 

6. Output matched category and save " Wieght," 

3The id is assigned by the target extraction and tracking 
module[7] (see 3). 



5 Classification of target color 3. ~ 2 ~ ' ~ )  is projected into the discriminant space 
corresponding to the weather during data collec- 

5.1 Outline tion. 

Because human eyes have stability for color, they are 
able to identify a color of identical targets under var- 
ious conditions, for example, under direct sunlight, in 
evening light, or in shade. In this study, although the 
targets of color classification (estimation) move in any 
direction at  various times under various weather, hu- 
man eyes are able to identify them stably 4. 

Therefore, in this study, the operators attached the 
color labels based on "their own sense" to the sample 
colors shot under various conditions, and the system 
was made to learn them. 

However, when an identical target is actually shot 
under various lighting conditions, in general the color 
samples spread broadly in the color space as (R,G,B). 
Namelv. the variance of sam~le  data within a class is 

4. K nearest vectors Vc(k,,) (C denotes category of 
the vector Vc(k)) are extracted from pre-learned 
(1500 (sunny) or 1000 (cloudy)) sample vectors. 

5. Calculate "distance" between ~ 2 ~ ' ~ )  and each 
color group as follows; 

(d i~ t (x?~") ,  Ci): distance between ~ 2 ~ ' ~ )  and 
color group Ci) 

too large. Therefore, we dev;ded samples of each class 
into sub-classes to obtain less distorted discriminant 6. Output matched color group and save " Wieght,". 

space by using LDA. This is one of the key devices of C,,, = max(dist(x2d3t), Ci)) + xPdyt) E C,,, (11) 
this study. I 

~ e i g h t , ( x ~ ~ ~ ~ ) )  = C,,, (12) 

5.2 Learning of color 
The sample color (R,G,B) images of vehicles or hu- 6 Final decision 
mans, shot at various times while sunny (under the 
sunlight, in the shade) or cloudy, are coiledted as va- 
riety as possible. About 1500 sample colors were seg- 
mented from the images of sunny days, and about 1000 
samples from the images of cloudy days. 

The operators attach the appropriate label {red- 
orange-yellow, green, blue-light blue, white-silver- 
gray, dark blue-dark green-black, dark red-dark 
orange) to these sample colors based on their sense. 
These labels are used in the decision process of the 
special targets later on. 

From each labeled image, 25 sample data are ex- 
tracted. These data in the (R,G,B) color space are 
translated into the (11,12,13) color space[8] and then 
averaged. - - - -  " - - ~  

I 1  = w, I &  = w,  13 = 2.0x:;R-B 

Feature vectors of each sample represents the mini- 
mum classes in the LDA process and two discriminant 

6.1 Decision process 
When a new target appears in the input image, the 
target extraction and tracking module (see 3) assigns 
an identifical number "id" to it and tracks its move- 
ment. The processes that have been mentioned above 
are conducted for every extracted and tracked image 
(see Figurel, 4.4, 5.3). These classified results are 
displayed on the input image as shown in Fig.3. 

The module for the final decision calculate most 
matched shape category and color groups by equations 
(13)-(15) and output " final-mtput(Did)". 

spaces for color classification are composed for sunny 
and cloudy days. f i n a l - ~ t ~ u t ( ~ ~ ~ )  = {D:~, Drd) (15) 

5.3 Classification of color 
The following processes are automatically processed 
by the system. These are similar to those of the clas- 
sification of shape. 

1. Suppose an image is extracted from a target with 
with identification number "id" at the time "t" 
by background subtraction, and color values of 
the image is extracted5. 

6.2 Decision for special target 
Among the top k sets of vectors for learning calculated 
during category classification mentioned in section 3, 
the weights of vectors with special target labels are 
counted for each special target. These counts are de- 
fined as points for each special target. 

The maximum value of points for each special target 
is obtained among the tracking sequence. The top 
two point values are picked from the distribution of 
maxihum points for each special target obtained in 2. The extracted values in the (R,G,B) color space this way. are translated into the (I1,12,13) color space. The color database of the special target with max- From the translated values, a 3-dimension feature imum points is to the final decision for the 

vector ~ 2 ~ ' ~ )  is composed. color of the previous target obtained. If the points 
4~~~ example, they always identify red as vthe distribution of each color in the final decision accords 

red vehicle" both in sunlight and in shade. with the database, the target is recognized as the spe- 
sThe id is assigned by the target extraction and tracking cial target, and that is considered the result of the 

module[7] (see 3.2). decision. 



If it disagrees with the database, the target with the 
second-highest point value is compared with the final 
decision for color of the target obtained in the same 
way. If it agrees with the database, the target with the 
second-highest point value is recognized as the special 
target. If it disagrees with the second database, it is 
determined to be a non-special target. 

Labels with the maximum point value for special 
targets for the displayed image are displayed on the 
system monitor. In addition, font colors on the sys- 
tem monitor are changed according to the value of the 
points. 

Figure 4: Sample of classifietl results. 

7 Experiments and Results 

The processing speed at  classification including tar- 
get segmentation was two or three cycles per second 
where the input image contained only one target t o  
process (Pentiurn111 450MHz), the speed is dependent 
on the size of extracted images. A computer with a 
more powerful CPU is able to speed up the process- 
ing ability in principle, because the processing speed is 
merely dependent on the computer processing ability. 

In Fig.4, the classification of category was made by 
the following methods. Discriminant space for Area A 
in Fig.1 was applied to the truck on the left and the 
sedan in the center of the display, and discriminant 
space for Area B was applied to the minivan on the 
right of the display. In the bottom right of the display, 
there was a vehicle with only the rear in sight, but it 
was cut off at  the edge of the display, so it was not 
considered a target to process. 

The truck on the left in Fig.4 was moving a t  a cer- 
tain speed, so the image was blurred. Such blurs that 
were also found in sample images for learning were 
learned "as is." 

In category classification, results for the truck and 
the sedan were shown using red fonts (white in Fig.4), 
because their whole shapes were clearly in sight. On 
the other hand, it is supposed that the result of the 
minivan on the right of the display was not displayed 
because the front most characteristic of that vehicle 
was hidden behind the parking car and the value of 
Dzd became low. 

In color estimation, it was considered that enough 
stable data were obtained for the truck and the mini- 
van. Consequently, adequate results were shown using 
red fonts(white in Fig.3). On the other hand, the re- 
sult for the sedan in the center was shown using green 
fonts(gray in Fig.4). The reason for this was that color 
information from the sedan became unstable because 
of the reflection of different colored vehicles in its body. 

7.1 Sample of processing display Table 1 : Ex~erimental results. 

Figure 4 shows a sample of input image and classified 
results. On the image, the final-output(Did) of each 
target are displayed, that were classified categories and 
colors. 

The results of color and category classification dis- 
played on the image are represented by the following 
codes. 

<Color Codes> 
Rd.Or.Ye: red-orange-yellow 
Gr : meen 
B1. LB1 : blue-lightblue 
Wh.Sl.Gy: white-silver-gray 

I H I  S I V I T I M I O I I T o t l I E r r I I % 1  

Db. Dg . B- : darkblue-darkgray-black, 
Dr.Do : darkred-darkorange 

7.2 Experimental results 
<Category 
Sedan : 
Track : 
Human : 

Codes> 
sedan, Van : van 
truck, Mule : carts for workers 
human, Others: others 

Font colors of the classified results shown in the 
display are automatically determined according to 
the value of f inal-mtpt(Did) (reliability) as follows; 
"(high) red > green > white > not displayed (low)", 
in order to help the operator's understanding. As for 
these font colors, we substituted white for red and 
gray for green in Figure 4. The threshold of font color 
change was determined from the experimental results. 

Table 1 shows the results of the experiments. The 
experiments were conducted with the following proce- 
dures. Considering both weather and solar location, 
images from the camera were input to the system on- 
line between 9:00 a.m. and 10:OO a.m., 1:00 p.m. and 
2:00 p.m., 4:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m. on sunny or cloudy 
days. Any input images were not included in the sam- 
ple images for learning. The number of targets to pro- 
cess that appeared in the images amounted to 180. 

In this experiment, the results for the final category 
and the color decision by the system were counted as a 
correct answer only when both the data corresponded 



with the results of human sight. As shown in the Table 
1, the average of all correct answer rates was about 
90%. Between sunny and cloudy days, the results on 
cloudy days were slightly better because the images 
were more stable on cloudv davs. .. " 

For each area, the images segmented from Area A 
in Figure 1 were classified better than those from the 
other areas. The direction of the targets had little 
effect on the classification results. 

The reason why the results for trucks were slightly 
lower than those for other kinds of vehicles is that al- 
though the poor number of samples for learning was 
collected because of the lower traffic of the trucks, 
there were various "appearances" (shapes) of trucks 
as shown in Figure 2. Sufficient samples for learning 
may improve the correct answer rate. 

There were some other cases where the system had 
failed in category classification and color estimation 
as follows. { Catego y classification: The case that the 
targets overlapped each other, the case that the tar- 
gets without samples for learning appeared (crane cars 
etc.), and so on. / Color cla.~szfication: The body re- 
flected strong sunlight, and that part was classified as 
being white, and so on.) 

In this system, for the classification of overlapped 
target images, many images of overlapped targets were 
collected in advance and labeled as "Other7' category, 
and then added as sample for learning. However, mis- 
classifications often arose because of the various com- 
binations of overlapping images. On the other hand, in 
case tracking for each target bore good results, some 
could be finally excluded as "temporal misclassific~ 
tion by overlapping," because the f inal-output(Did)s 
of each target become low in their tracking sequence. 

Figure, 5: Special t,iirgrlt, det,rc.t,ion 

7.3 Detection of special target 
Table 2 shows the experimental results for the detec- 
tion of special targets, and Figure 5 shows the dis- 
play samples of detection results. We recorded the 
input pictures on the delivery time to videotape for a 
few days and conducted the experiment because both 
FedEX van and UPS van only appeared for delivery 
on morning and afternoon. The number of targets t o  
process was 100 including special targets t o  detect. 

In Table 2, the Detection Rate represents the num- 
ber of times that the system detected the special tar- 
get correctly (the number of correct detection / the 
number of special targets), and False Alarm represents 
the number that the system mis-detected a non-special 
target as a special target. The images for the test were 
not among the sample images for learning. 

The False Alarm of Police Car was a relatively high 
value; on the other hand, the Detection Rate showed 
good results. The reason for this is that the tuning 
preferring the Detection Rate, which is important in 
the sight of security and monitoring, was selected. 

One of the causes of the False Alarm connected with 
the UPS van detection was misdetection of the CMU 
deep wine-red van as the smaller type of UPS van, 
which had two types of vehicles as shown in Figure 
3. The cause of the False Alarm in Police Car (police 
patrol car) detection was the misdetection of other 
large white or silver sedans because the police cars 
were also large white sedans as shown in Figure 3. 

Table 2 : Special target detection. 

Additionally in this test, the functions of category 
classification and color estimation were applied to the 
detection of the special target that had not been 
learned in advance. The taxies in the neighborhood 
of the test site were all yellow sedans. Thus, using the 
results of category classification and color estimation, 
we made the system output red-orange-yellow sedans 
as possible taxies. Consequently, the Detection Rate 
became 95.2%. 

8 Conclusion 

False alarm (%) 
3/88 (3.4%) 
7/87 (8.0%) 

12/83 (14.5%) 

FedExVan 
UPS Van 
Police Car 

In this paper, we described a vision system for tar- 
get classification, color estimation, and detection of 
special targets from street video images. The method 
of category (shape) classification in this study could 
also be applied to the images of noctovision (infrared 
camera) in principle. 

With weather conditions other than sunny or cloudy 
days, especially rainy or snowy days, category and 
color classification of the targets are considered to be 
realized if the targets can be segmented stably, with- 
out the effects of raindrops or snowflakes drifted into 
the input images. 
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